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ABBREVIATIONS
AEA   : Aide et Action
AEEO    : Assistant Elementary Educational Officer
AIDS    : Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
ART   : Anti Retroviral Therapy
B2B   : Back to Basics
CACL   : Campaign Against Child Labour
CBI   : Community based institutions
CBO   : Community based organisation
CCA    : Child Competency Assessment
CCP    : Child Centric Plan
CDPO   : Child Development Project Officer
CSC    : Child Support Centre
CwDs    : Children with Disabilities
DTMC    : Doctor Typheagne Memorial Charitable Trust
ENT   : Ear Nose and Throat 
GCwD    : Girl Child with Disability
HIV    : Human Immuno- Deficiency Virus
ICDS    : Integrated Child Development Services
ICT    : Information and Communication Technology
iLEAD    : Initiative for Livelihood Education and Development
KSWDC   : Karnataka State Women Development Committee,
LS   : Liberate School
OAP    : Old Age Pension
PDI   : People’s Development Initiatives 
PHC    : Primary Health Care
PHIN    : People for Hearing Impaired Network
PLHIV    : People Living with HIV/AIDS
PMC   : Pune Municipal Coroporation
PO    : Programme Officer
POCSO    : Protection of Children From Sexual Offences
PRI   : Panchayati Raj Institutions
PTA    : Parents Teachers Association
PWD   : Persons with Disability
RoPwD    : Rights of Persons With Disabilities
RTE    : Right to Education
RTI   : Right to Information
SADERAM  : Software for Assessment of Disabled for Access Rehabilitation and Empowerment
SATVT (CBO)  : Salem Aravanigal TAI Vizhudugal Trust
SC/ST    : Scheduled Caste and Scheduled tribes
SDG   : Sustainable Development Goal
SHG   : Self Help Group
SNP   : Salem Network of Positive People
SSA    : Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
STE(A)M  : Science Technology Engineering  Arts &  Mathematics
STEEM    : Science Technology Engineering English and Mathematics
TdH   : Terre des Hommes 
TLM    : Teaching Learning Materials
TSRTC    : Telangana State Road Transport Cooperation
WBCPCR  : West Bengal Commission for Protection of Child Rights
VRDP   : Village Reconstruction and Development Project
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(Managed by trained instructors)
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9 Cities | 1936 Girl Children
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9 Cities | 1935 Girl Children
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8 Cities | 1662 Girl Children
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The Children Living in Difficult Circumstance represent a large diverse group who are not fortunate enough 
to enjoy their right to survival, protection, development and participation. India is home to the largest number 
of children in the world. It is estimated that there are about 43 crore children in the age group of 0-18 years 
and both children and women together constitute around 70% of India’s people. Many of these children live in 
difficult circumstances and require immediate attention and support. The girl children face a relatively higher 
risk and their needs are complex. A generic approach shall not suffice hence it is important to identify and 
analyse their problems and then design relevant interventions including legal measures to protect, rescue 
and rehabilitate these children who live on the edge.

The project Enlight was designed to empower girl children living in difficult circumstances through education. 
The idea of Enlight is to re-kindle a dream, aspiration within these girls who live a life of misery and are 
absolutely clueless about their future. Ridiculed and discriminated, most often tormented mentally and 
physically, these girls are forced to live in shadows with no voice of their own. Since 2015, the project Enlight 
has been supporting girl children living in difficult circumstances. Today the project is operational in 9 cities 
of India and engages with a specific group of girl children. It has not been an easy journey as the challenges 
were unlimited and varied in nature. Each group had their own dilemmas and that made this initiative unique. 

The year 2018-19, is the fourth year of intervention and we could observe several progressive changes 
happening within the children, their parents and teachers. The regular and intense engagement with girls over 
all these years has helped the Project team to understand the specific needs of girls that would encourage 
them to continue their schooling. Those needs have been addressed through strategic and innovative 
interventions such as small savings program, and so on. Peer learning and Kutti teacher concept has given a 
new confidence to the girls under Enlight project.

The girls also need to take a longer leap to ensure that they do not fall below the threshold level due to various 
small emergencies they face at the individual or family levels. The Digital Academy for Girls, an initiative 
supported through Capgemini employees’ generous donations, is now helping these girls to become digitally 
literate.  This essential skill in today’s world is reinforcing the resolve of these girls to pursue their dreams.  I 
am happy to share that Aide et Action has planned a systematic program to introduce coding for girls through 
their school education program in the coming years.

I take this opportunity to congratulate the project team, the girls and their families to do their best to ensure 
effective implementation of this project.  

Girls have started realising that their dreams are not too far away from them now, to complete their education 
and have a successful career of their choice.

RAVI PRATAP SINGH
International Program Director & Regional Director - South Asia
Aide et Action International
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• The UNESCAP (2008) defines Children in 
especially difficult circumstances as “those children 
who are for shorter or longer periods in their lives, 
exposed to intense multiple risks to their physical 
and mental health. A common characteristic of 
these children is that they lack proper adult care 
and protection and that they lead their lives outside 
mainstream society”.

• The project ENLIGHT was initiated by AEA and 
CAPGEMINI to support Girl Children living in 
difficult circumstances. In 2015, the project was 
launched in Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, 
Salem, Trichy and Kolkata, in 2016 and 2017 in 
Mumbai and Pune respectively.  Thus the project 
reached its target of 9 cities and 1936 school going 
girl children living in difficult circumstance. The 
project support the SDG - Goal 4 (Quality Education 
– Ensure Inclusive and Equitable Quality Education 
and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all) 
and the Goal 5 (Gender Equality – Achieve gender 
equality and empower all women and girls)

• The overarching objective of the project is to 
facilitate uninterrupted education for 1936 girl 
children and help them reach for their dreams/
aspirations. In 2018-19, out of 1936 girl children 296 
girls (15%) dropped off due to various reasons by 
the end of the programme year (Jun to May). Out of 
the total dropped 84 (28%) girls had moved to higher 
classes, 10 (1%) dropped out due to health issues 
while 202 (68%) had dropped out as their families 
were forced to relocate / migrate due to loss of 
livelihood. The off-school support to 1936 girls are 
provided through 46 Child Support Centres (CSC) 
across the 9 locations/cities. The CSC’s are managed 
by trained instructors (mostly women) who engage 
the children in different activities for their holistic 
development. 

• Based on the results of Child Competency 
Assessment (CCA) conducted in the beginning and 
end of the academic year and the school results it 
is observed that the progress is gradual and steady. 
In the first year (2015-16), the CCA results showed 
36% of girls scoring a poor ‘D’, 31% scoring ‘C’, 26% 
scoring ‘B’ and a mere 7% scoring ‘A’ while in the 
4th year (2018-19), only 1% girls had scored ‘D’, and 
there is appreciable movement of children into B 
and A levels of scoring. 

• The one-to-one engagement in the CSCs 
is enabling the girls comprehend classroom 
sessions, confidently respond to teachers’ queries 
and to do their home-work by themselves. This 
has improved their confidence, self-esteem and 
relationship with teachers and peer group at 
school. The girls no longer fear going to school and 
now their classmates and teachers both admire, 
respect, and support them..

• Parents find their daughter’s self-disciplined 
and regular to both CSC and school. The girls 
also joined the ‘Fund for education’ (savings 
from pocket money) programme which turned 
them financially empowered. Those who chided 
and taunted them began to follow them, became 
friends and well-wishers.

• Mother’s are now collectivized and actively 
support the project. They spread awareness about 
education for girl children, regularly visit the CSC, 
School meet the CSC instructor and school teacher 
respectively to keep track of the girls progress 
and needs. This has improved regularity of girls 
to school, CSC, reduced dropout rate and early 
marriage.

• Earlier as soon as the girls attained age they 
were married off or forced to drop to help the family. 
Schooling of daughters was tokenistic added to 
which their poor educational performance gave 
ample excuse for the parents to stop their schooling. 
Enlight is trying to break these rudimentary 
regressive mindsets and pave equal opportunities 
for girls. Parents are amazed by their daughters’ 
educational achievements and personality 
development and are now ready to support her 
education. This is one of the key reasons why 
increasing number of girls are allowed to continue 
their education, especially beyond upper primary 
level and not getting married off.

• To strengthen sustainability the project 
engage with various other stakeholders such as; 
like-minded individuals, experts, CSOs, Government 
departments, government programmes and 
private institutions. This is helping in mobilising 
additional resources benefitting the target groups 
in various ways and especially in accessing their 
entitlements. 
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• For holistic development of children a range of 
extra-curricular activities are conducted in the CSCs. 
This include creative writing, storytelling sessions, 
book reading sessions, art and craft activities, G.K 
sessions and team building sessions to name some. 
For the safety & security of the girls they are made 
aware of Good Touch and Bad Touch. In Trichy, Mumbai 
and Kolkata girls have been trained in martial arts as 
part of self-defence/safety training. All these efforts 
are helping in developing soft skills and life skills 
of the girls. Children are encouraged to become 
peer educators (Kutti Teachers/Little Teacher/
Nanhi Teacher) to help others. This helped in faster 
improvement of competencies amongst those who are 
weak and enhancing leadership qualities of the peer 
educator. In overall this is helping children to emerge 
out from their cocoon, be bold, confident and proactive. 
Today they are joyful, participative and have an aim and 
voice for themselves.

• Most girls when they joined, were found to fear 
school, mingle with others, lacked confidence, 
had a deep sense of fear and inferiority complex, 
were clueless about their future and had no 
specific aim in life. The holistic approach of 
Enlight is gradually and successfully breaking 
these barriers. The girls are transiting into a 
vibrant, vociferous and ambitious group. They are 
the pride of their parents and role models for the 
neighbourhood and the school. The best part is 
that each girl has carved a dream for oneself. 

• The existing digital divide is a huge deterrent 
for these children. As an effort to bridge the digital 
divide, children are being taught the basics of 
computer, internet and trained how to use them. 
This is helping the children to understand the 
greater possibilities with access to the vast ocean 
of online information. 
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The Back to Basics (B2B) and Liberate School (LS) are the two key concepts that guide the project.

B2B: aims at developing age appropriate competency level in reading, writing and arithmetic 
(3R’s) through simple techniques and tools (no cost/low cost). It is also a comprehensive approach 
involving children, parents, teachers, communities, community-based organizations (CBOs) and 
local governance bodies for effective functioning of school and access to entitlements. 

LS: aims at creating awareness on the “disconnects” between “schooling systems” and “learning 
needs of today”. It promotes learning communities to reduce dependency and leverage strengths to 
empower children take charge of their learning.
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ENLIGHT - AT A GLANCE

GOAL 4: Quality Education
(Ensure inclusive and equitable quality 
education and promote lifelong learning 
opportuniies for all)

GOAL 5: Gender Equality
(Achieve gender equality and empower all 
women and girls)

Bengaluru
Chennai
Delhi
Hyderabad
Kolkata
Mumbai
Pune
Salem
Trichy

Girl Children of Minority Community (Muslim)
Girl Children of Adi Dravida Community
Girl Children of migrants settled in slums
Girl Children with disability
Girl Children of Women Sex workers
Girl Children of families engaged in waste picking
Girl Children of Domestic workers
Girl Children infected/affected by HIV/AIDS
Girl children of Families engaged in Manual Scavenging O
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• Access and quality Primary education   
 to girl children living in difficult   
 circumstances
• Strengthen Community based education  
 governance (Effective functioning of schools  
 through community participation)
• Cognitive development of children via access  
 to wider learning spaces through technology  
 (ICT).
• Instill better health & hygienic practices, 
 protection & restoration of the environment  
 amongst children.

KEY 
OBJECTIVES

• Enhance competency levels and prepare children  
 for higher education
• Promoting community participation in school  
 governance 
• Enhancing capacities of Teachers and promoting  
 innovative and inclusive pedagogy
• Developing ICT skills amongst children   
 thereby enabling them to access wider sphere of  
 knowledge and learning.
• Building awareness on health & hygiene and  
 encouraging ecological restoration

KEY 
FOCUS AREAS

• Behavioral & mindset change amongst   
 parents towards girl children education
• Uninterrupted education, higher   
 studies and a better life
• Empowered Girl Children who are   
 role models
• Trained teachers influencing existing   
 pedagogy
• A model to influence the state/  
 education department/SSA

KEY 
IMPACTS

Parents
Community leaders
CBOs & CBIs 
Local Self governance bodies
Teachers
Education Department 
Other strategic government departments
Employees of CAPGEMINI as Mentors

The project was initiated in 2015 by AEA and Capgemini to support the girl children living in difficult 
circumstances to gain access to quality education and build a better future for self, family, community and 
the nation. 
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ENLIGHT - KEY EDUCATION STATISTICS

CLASS WISE SEGREGATION

7

REASONS FOR DROPPING OUT

PROGRESS IN COMPETENCIES
 2018-19

CCA1 CCA2

296 Dropped out in 2018-19

Total girls 1936

KG: Kinder Garden; PS: Primary School; MS: Middle School; SS: Secondary School
HS: High School; HSS: Higher Secondary School; UG: Undergraduate

CWD: To be enrolled

MS 
28%

HS 
10%

HSS 
1%

SS 
6%

UG 
1%

CWD
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Promoted to higher 
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29%

Health issues
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%
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%
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According to Sachar Report (2006) the primary reason for education backwardness amongst Muslims is abject 
poverty. Young girls are engaged as domestic help, taking care of siblings or helping mothers in household 
chores. Though the earnings are meagre, women and young girls engage in home-based work; tailoring, 
embroidery, zari & chikan work, incense sticks (agarbatti) & beedi rolling, garlic peeling etc. Education for 
girls is tokenistic and limited to the government school if there is any in the neighbourhood. Lack of women 
teachers, girl’s medium schools, early marriage and socio-cultural-religious beliefs/restrictions are other 
barriers to education for Muslim girls. Intervention with this group commenced in 2015 with AEA directly 
implementing the project in D.J.Halli located in Bengaluru city. The neighbourhood Government Girls Urdu 
Medium School assisted in grounding the project and based on the success experienced the project gradually 
expanded to Lakshmi Devi Nagar (part of Laggere) and Jai Bhuvaneshwari Nagar (part of Nandini Layout) in 
Peenya. The families living these locations depend on daily wage labour, snake charming of petty business 
as the source of livelihood. D.J.Halli has always been a challenging area with the police always alert due to 
the high rate of crime and drugs in the area. An initial survey showed that nearly 60% of the total Muslim 
respondents never attended school.

Thirteen-year-old Fouziya, lives in Jai Bhuvaneshwari 
Nagar, Bengaluru city. As she completed her primary 
education in the Highway Public School which is a English 
medium school, her family underwent a financial crisis 
that forced her parents to admit her in the Monty Kannada 
medium school. In the new school, Fouziya found herself 
lost as the medium of instruction and most subject books 
were in Kannada language, a language that she had not 
learnt. Despite all efforts she failed in all the subjects in 
her first school exam. Dejected, depressed she refused to 
go to school and thus finally she dropped out. 

When project Enlight began in Jai Bhuvaneshwari Nagar, 
Fouziya’s parents admitted her to the CSC where she first 
underwent the Child Competency Assessment (CCA) in 
which she scored poorly. The team quickly prepared a 
development plan for her. This included use of different 
methods and tools to help Fouziya learn in a joyful manner. 
Noticing her high competency in English, Fouziya was 
made a peer educator for those who had poor competency 
levels in English. 

ACTIVITY REPORT 2018-19

This kindled interest in her and she soon 
became regular to the CSC. Gradually under 
the supervision of the CSC instructors Fouziya’s 
competency and confidence began to regain and 
observing this the team encouraged her to join 
school. Initially her parents were not confident 
nor convinced, but on repeated assurance from 
the team they finally agreed to give a try. Fouziya 
was enrolled in the Nammura Sarkari Hiriya 
Prathamika Shale (Government school) in class 
seven as per the age appropriate admission 
rule of the Right To Education Act. Fouziya was 
once again back in a Kannada medium school 
but this time she was prepared and had no fear 
of Kannada. It was the timely and appropriate 
support that helped Fouziya, thus shared the 
team. They went on to explain how application 
of two simple concepts; the “Nanum Oduthene 
- I am also reading” and the “Ottakshara - 
Grammar” helped Fouziya to learn Kannada.

ENLIGHT IN BENGALURU
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ALTERNATIVE PEDAGOGY

Katha on Ratha: The Katha on Ratha (KoR) is a pedagogy to improve reading, comprehension, critical thinking & 
creativity within children through joyful storytelling sessions and activities. First of all the team was trained in this 
method who then experimented it with the children. The approach included conducting a pre-assessment of the 
children and then assessment following application of the process. The Chennai team experimented this approach 
with 220 children and the results were quite encouraging. Hence, the process shall be continued in Chennai and also 
experimented in other locations.



‘Adi Dravida’ is a terminology used by the state of Tamil Nadu for certain sub-castes of Dalits (Scheduled Caste). 
Poverty and discrimination are prime reasons for illiteracy and indifference towards education within these 
communities. Parents prefer to marry off their girl child than sending them to school. On one side efforts by 
the government encouraged enrollment of girls but poor quality of education, inadequate infrastructure, and 
non-conducive environment resulted in their dropping out. Non-conducive atmosphere in schools especially, 
develops inferiority complex, poor self-esteem and fear amongst the girls who then prefer to abstain from 
school. The project is being implemented directly by AEA since 2015, and supports girl children from the 
Kallar, Irular and Pariyar sub-castes of Adi Dravidas who make their living as daily wage labourers, roadside 
vendors, cobblers, auto-rikshaw drivers or as coolies. 

Tamil Selvi lived with her parents and younger sister in 
Kalaignar Nagar. Her father is a commercial painter and 
mother a daily wage labourer. She was in class five when 
she joined Enlight project. The CSC instructor found her 
to be an introvert, hesitant to mingle with others and 
someone who got annoyed easily and when too upset had 
the habit of swearing. Despite all efforts there was little 
change in her behaviour. It was very difficult to make her 
sit in one place during the CSC educational sessions and 
often she broke into fights with other children for simple 
reasons.

During the summer holidays Summer Camp is organised 
to keep the children engaged and it was during the camp 
the instructor observed Tamil Selvi’s interest in painting.

ACTIVITY REPORT 2018-19

ENLIGHT IN CHENNAI

During drawing & painting sessions Tamil Selvi 
used to forget time and enjoyed displaying her 
painting. Even her parents were not aware about 
her skill and deep liking for it. Taking cue from this, 
the CSC instructor engage her more in drawing 
and painting and this transformed Tamil Selvi. 
She soon became friendly with others. The frown 
on her face got replaced by a smile. Gradually 
Tamil Selvi began showing interest and progress 
in her studies. She began to sit in the front row of 
the class listening carefully and competing with 
others to finish assignments. Tamil Selvi aims to 
become a police officer in future.
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“Manisha had never showed any interest in 
studies and I am really surprised by her marks. 
I am overwhelmed and promise to ensure that 
she continues her education,” said Manisha’s 
mother. Manisha’s family of six members had 
migrated from Bihar in search of livelihood 
and lived in a rented single room house in 
Seemapuri area of old Delhi. Several parents 
have expressed the same observing improving 
academic results of their daughters. This was 
unbelievable and an eye opener for the parents 
because they had always underestimated their 
daughters. Most of them planned to marry off 
their daughters at the earliest possible but now 
think differently. These girls have turned into 
trend setters, ambassadors of education and a 
motivation for other families. This change was 
made possible through rigorous engagement 
with the parents to influence them. It was 
not easy for them too to break out from the 
clutches of socio-cultural regulations and 
mindsets. Poverty too played a deterrent. The 
mother’s collectives too played a crucial role. 
They too influenced families about the need 
for educating their daughters and engaged 
with teachers, community members and 
consistently monitored the girls and facilitated 
all possible opportunities for them. This 
helped in creating an conducive environment 
at home and school which was a key enabler.

Lack of livelihood opportunities at home and promises of better opportunities draw millions from rural 
hinterlands and other settlements to urban slums. The slum population in Delhi city mostly comprise 
migrants from its neighbouring states. A substantial population of migrants belong to scheduled caste and 
other marginalised groups. Struggle for survival and making both ends meet has always superseded the 
need for education. Further, the poorly resourced government schools added with poor quality of education 
and non-conducive environment discourages children and soon most of them drop out. Poverty, poor living 
conditions, poor health, non-conducive environment (home & neighbourhood), language barrier and poor 
parental support are reasons for children avoiding school or droppinig out early. Since 2015, Enlight has been 
supporting girl children from migrant families living in the slums of Delhi with support of Delhi Council for 
Child Welfare (DCCW).

ENLIGHT IN DELHI

Due to poverty, educational needs (school fees and other 
accessories) of the girls often remained unfulfilled. 
Parents had to seek financial support from friends, 
relatives, or local money lender and then later on this 
loan turned into an economic burden. Going to school 
without essential educational accessories was traumatic 
for the children. They got reprimanded by the teacher and 
ridiculed by their peer group. This forced them to avoid 
school and finally dropping out. As a solution, in the year 
2017-18, the team in Chennai and Trichy experimented 
by encouraging children to save their pocket money to 
meet educational expenses. Piggy banks were provided, 
and parents motivated to support the cause. After initial 
hiccups, piggy banks began to fill and on designated 
day’s the piggy banks were opened, the savings counted 
and then spent as per the plan set by the child. The 
condition was to use the money primarily for educational 
accessories and pay fees. This exercise was a lesson for 
the parents too. A huge behavioural change was observed 
amongst the children and parents; the children stopped 
spending money on unhealthy street food, toys and other 
trivial things. They understood the value of money and too 
good care of it. The parents also understood the value of 
such savings against taking loans. The ‘Piggy bank-fund 
for education’ experiment was thus a success and the 
idea was propagated to other locations. It has been 
adopted in Trichy, Salem, Bengaluru and Delhi and shall 
be soon adopted in remaining locations. The experiment 
has showed the children and parents a practical way to be 
financially prepared for any form of emergencies.
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Setipalli  Abhinaya, had the habit of chewing 
bedsheets, hair and anything within her reach. She was
just 1.5 kgs when born and diagnosed with only one 
kidney functional and a hole in her heart. The cost 
of surgery was estimated to be an unaffordable 
INR 10,000/- for her parents who were daily-wage 
labourers! When she was 10yrs old, her parents 
enrolled her in school her parents and it was then 
they noticed her writing alphabets in reverse. Her 
parents were clueless about what to do. It was in 2016, 
Abhinaya joined Enlight project. She was thirteen 
years old and a student of 4th class. She resided with 
her parents and two younger brother’s who were 
students of 3rd & 4th Std, respectively in Bhagatsingh 
Nagar (LB Nagar Municipality). Abhinaya was inactive 
and preferred seclusion. The team found that she was 
denied SADAREM certificate as her parents failed to 
pursue her case aptly. After studying her case the team 
firstly, subjected her to proper medical assessment 
in the National Institute for Mentally Handicapped 
where she was prescribed for regular treatment.

As per India Census 2011, out of 121 Crore population about 2.6 crores (2.21%) are ‘disabled’. Children with 
Disability (CwD) experience varied forms of challenges, that further multiplies in context to girls with disability. 
The CwD are less likely to start schooling in time and even if they do, they either drop out soon or seldom 
transit to the next level. This is primarily due to lack of understanding about their needs, non-conducive 
environment, inappropriate learning resources and infrastructure. Most of the schools are yet to equip 
themselves fully to include children with disability in education. Only concerted and co-ordinated efforts can 
enable inclusion of CwD and especially Girl Children with disability (GCwD) in its true sense. Since 2015, 
Enlight has been engaging with GCwD residing in L.B.Nagar, Kapra and Uppal municipalities in Hyderabad 
city with support of COMMITMENTS Trust.

ENLIGHT IN HYDERABAD

To meet medical expenses, the team encouraged 
her parents to save money, instead of taking any 
loan and this turned helpful. Assessment of her 
educational competencies were quite depressing 
but the team developed an apt Child Centric Plan 
(CCP). The team counselled, sensitized and guided 
Abhinaya’s friends, classmates and teachers on 
how to engage with her and support her. This helped 
Abhinaya to connect with other showing positive 
results in her behavior, attitude and learning 
abilities. She began interacting with others and 
learned to recognize alphabets, write properly and 
became regular to school. Accompanied by her 
mother, she attended the Sahajeevan Sangham 
(Mother’s Committee - formed by the Enlight 
Team) meetings, physio-theraphy sessions and MR 
camps regularly. To the surprise of all, this shy and 
introvert girl began interacting and engaging with
her neighbours. She is now regular to the centre 
and actively participates in the extra-curricular 
activities organised in the centre.
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When Lakkhi joined SKHM in 2014 she was illiterate and 
did’nt even know how to sign her name. She used to draw 
attention by acting up: laughing loudly and then sulking 
at the very next second. She was often ridiculed for her 
naiveness. Lakkhi underwent peer counselling and gradually 
she began devoting every bit of her time in work. She was 
dedicated and diligent in whatever she did. In 2015 when 
project Enlight was initiated, Lakhi was included in it and 
this was the turning point for her. Today, she is a class XI 
student of Girindra Balika Vidyalaya pursuing her studies in 
philosophy, history, political science, English, Bengali and 
Environmental Science. From being an illiterate, Lakhi had 
transitioned to become a peer educator. The girl who feared 
mathematics and science became “teacher’s assistant” for 
laboratory classes though she had opted for humanities. 
Lakkhi’s dreams are modest, she wishes to pursue a career 
to become a physical trainer/karate trainer or study sociology 
and become a teacher. Her second wish is equally important 
and that is to rent a home far away from the red-light area.

Prostitution is regarded as world’s oldest profession. Officially, there are 2 million sex workers in India, but, 
the unofficial number is expected to be much higher. Poverty, lack of education, broken families, tradition, 
human trafficking, and personal tragedies are few reasons for getting entrapped into sex work. Though as 
per the Immoral Traffic (Suppression) Act, 1956, prostitution is illegal in India the trade continues to flourish. 
‘Identity’ poses a huge barrier in mainstreaming of those who want to leave sex work. Sex work has severe 
impact on the physical, physiological, psychological and social health of children and especially the girl 
child. Most Children (especially girls) exhibit risky behaviour as they grow up in a disabling environment and 
are highly in risk of becoming a sex worker or getting trafficked. Though some children do get enrolled in 
schools, they soon drop of due to various barriers. The girl children are either engaged in household chores, 
married off early or forced into sex work. These children are often victims of violence and abuse (all forms). 
Most children suffer from depression and other mental health manifestation. The traumatic experiences 
make them difficult and different. Since 2015, the project Enlight is being implemented in the Bowbazar and 
Sonagachi red light areas with support of South Kolkata Hamari Muskan (SKHM).

ENLIGHT IN KOLKATA

In 2017, South Kolkata Hamari Muskan 
decided to make teaching and learning more 
application-based rather than rote-learning 
based. The idea germinated after participating 
in the Enlight NGO-Partners Meet held in 
Hyderabad in 2017. They consulted with Ms. 
Malini Mukherjee, education specialist, who 
held a series of assessments, tests followed 
with a series of training programmes for 
the SKHM teachers based on “Bloom’s 
Taxonomy Model”. She emphasised on a 
child-friendly approach and application of 
child-participatory tools. This was to remove 
the fear of examinations in students and 
help them to enjoy it. She also suggested to 
train teachers in application-based teaching. 
Both the approach matched perfectly with 
Enlight’s approach and thus SKHM took up 
a fresh journey.
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The Enlight 
Mumbai is 

proud of two key 
achievements.

All children 
engaged in waste 
picking stopped 

the practice after 
joining Enlight 

project.

In 2018-19 there 
has been not a 
single drop out.

Diksha Dayanand Khalsode lives with her parents and a 
younger brother. In 2017, when Diksha Dayanand Khalsode 
was enrolled in Enlight project she was a class six student 
who was unable to read or write properly. Her father was 
a contract employee in a company. He was an alcoholic 
due to which his earnings never reached home. Diksha’s 
mother struggled as a waste picker to make both ends. 
Despite this her husband used to abuse her regularly and 
unable to face the violence one day she quietly left home. 
Fourteen-year-old Diksha took up the responsibility of 
managing the home. Despite difficulties she was regular 
to school. It was during a field visit the CSC instructor 
met her and after listening to her immediately enrolled 
her in Surya Nagar Child Support centre. Though she was 
unable to read or write properly her interest to learn was 
high. Under close supervision of the instructor Diksha 
soon began picking up her lessons and today one of the 
brightest student of her class.

To make a living, waste pickers collect household or commercial/industrial waste from private waste bins 
on the curb or from dumpsters, along the streets and waterways or on municipal dumps and landfills. Some 
work in recycling warehouses or recycling plants. Illiterate, unskilled, migrants especially from the lower 
caste and economically weaker sections are engaged in this work. Families engage their children too, and this 
impacts their education. Girls are married off at an early age. Most children are first generation learners with 
no back home support and therefore drop out. Health is a critical issue as several studies have highlighted 
the high risk of developing occupational morbidities particularly injuries, respiratory illness, eye infection, 
stomach problems, typhoid, diarrhea, and musculoskeletal disorder and children in waste picking are the 
most vulnerable and at high risk. AEA in partnership with Stree Mukti Sanghatana (SMS), launched Enlight in 
2016 and engage with girl children from families engaged in waste picking in Mumbai city.

ENLIGHT IN MUMBAI

Despite difficulties at home, Diksha regularly 
spent time in the library after school hours. 
Similar is the case of Pallavi whose mother is a 
rag picker and struggles hard through to make 
both ends meet. Pallavi’s father is a daily wage 
labourer, addicted to alcohol and has an extra 
marital relationship. Every day on returning 
home he is creates nuisance and does not 
allow the mother and children to eat. Pallavi 
was a very shy child when she joined Enlight 
and poor in academics. In the past two years, 
under the supervision of the CSC instructor 
Pallavi gradually developed competencies and 
has become a bright student. She is no longer 
shy and actively participates in extra-curricular 
activities. Pallavi has a long way to go and her 
CSC instructor is also determined to ensure that 
she is prepared well to reach her dreams.
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In 2016, when Rutuja joined Enlight project at Shankar 
Mandir she was a student of 7th class. Her mother is 
a domestic worker and the sole bread earner as her 
father is not only unemployed but is a alcoholic having 
no interest in earning a living. Rutuja’s elder brother is 
in 9th class. Due to her father’s aggressive behaviour 
she was afraid to mingle with others.  Though good 
in studies, she was very weak in English due to which 
she was often reprimanded by her teachers. But with 
no help she was unable to learn the subject well and 
performed poorly in the exams. 

In India nearly 90% of domestic workers are women or children (especially girls), ranging from age 12 to 75 
yr old. It is estimated that 25% are below the age of 14 and majority of the domestic workers are illiterate. 
They are engaged in tasks such as cooking, washing, and cleaning, which are traditionally seen as women’s 
work and also considered subservient in nature. In India, the stigma linked to domestic work is heightened by 
the caste system, since tasks such as cleaning and sweeping are associated with the people belonging to the 
‘so-called’ low castes. Domestic workers are commonly referred to as ‘servants’ and ‘maids’. The undignified 
status develops a sense of insecurity and inferiority complex. Children of domestic workers are perceived 
as extra hands for help by parents and employers. Illiteracy and ignorance on part of the parents adds to 
the trouble of these children who fail to understand the importance of education. Low family income and 
preference of schooling for the male child also adds to the agony of the girls. Since domestic work is majorly 
tagged as women’s area of work, their daughters are gradually drawn to join the work force eventually.

ENLIGHT IN PUNE

After joining Enlight the CSC instructor taught her 
English through various simple ways. This included 
reading short stories regularly, drafting small 
sentences and learning meanings using simple 
TLM’s. Gradually she picked up English and is able to 
read and also guide a class one student. She has also 
shown good improvement in her overall academic 
performance. Though her father is opposed to her 
education and her coming to the CSC, her mother 
ensures that Rutuja does not miss a single class in 
the school and in the CSC
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Tamil Nadu is one of the six high HIV prevalence states of India. Maximum number of AIDS cases are from 
Chennai, Namakkal, Salem, Vellore, Dindigul and Trichy. Heterosexual route is reported to be the primary 
mode of transmission of the virus. Families having children with HIV/AIDS is generally a family dealing with 
crisis, illness, lack of resources, social isolation and in need of medical, psychological and social service. 
Support to these families and children require inter-disciplinary interventions to improve the quality of life. 
HIV/AIDS profoundly affect children at many levels. Parents get sick, are unable to earn a living and can’t 
protect or provide for their children resulting in total disruption of the child’s life. This also put their health, 
security and education at risk. The trauma and fear within the infected person engulfs the entire family and 
loss of a family member further aggravates the situation altogether having a cascading negative effect on the 
child’s life and well-being. Despite the awareness programmes, HIV/AIDS draws a strong stigma and families 
ostracised and forced to shift if identity is revealed. It was in 2015, Enlight was initiated in Salem to support 
girl children infected/affected by HIV/AIDS. The project is directly implemented by AEA with active support 
from the Salem District Network of Positive People (SNP+). 

ENLIGHT IN SALEM

Tamil Selvi’s husband was a mason who was unable 
to work after being infected by HIV/AIDS. They lived 
in rented house and with no income struggled to 
pay the monthly rent (INR 1500) and to meet their 
daily needs. Soon depression set in and Tamil Selvi 
lost hope and interest in everything. Often she failed 
to cook food and feed her children on time. Their 
condition came to light when the team met their 
daughter Gowri, who was a 7th class student in the 
Amma Palayam government aided school. The team 
counselled her parents, mobilised funds from the 
Doctor Typhagne Memorial Charitable (India) to set 
up a small shop that provided income and boosted 
hope and morale of the family.

This helped them to pay their monthly house rent 
and meet daily expenses. Gowri never again went to 
school with an empty stomach. The family was also 
linked through e-counselling and whenever, Tamil 
Selvi felt low, she shared her problems over phone 
and each time the team guided and reinforced her 
confidence. Gowri’s competencies in reading, writing 
and mathematics improved well. She is now able to 
keep up in pace with the school.
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Arunthathiyars are also known as Chakkliar, Thoti, Madiga, Pagadai, Adi Andra, Adi Karnataka, Chemman 
and Maadari in Tamil Nadu and as Madiga or Mangs in Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. As per the current 
estimate around 8 million Arundhathiyars live in the state. They belong to the lower most rung of the caste 
system and are engaged in Manual Scavenging. They are still treated as ‘untouchables’ by the upper caste 
and by other Dalit groups, hence are the ‘Dalit amongst the Dalits’. Illiteracy, alcoholism and early marriage 
of girls are common issues within the community. Only 1.75% of the Arunthathiyars are literate while only 
0.16% have completed their 10th class. Poverty and caste based discrimination are the primary reasons for 
dropouts. The city of Trichy was targeted to initiate the Enlight project in 2015. The project is being directly 
implemented by AEA and supports girl children from the Arunthathiyar community.

ACTIVITY REPORT 2018-19

ENLIGHT IN TRICHY

“I like my CSC teacher very much, she is kind and 
supportive. But I avoid seeking support from her 
every now and then as it might not leave a good 
impression about me” shared K.Prithika from Trichy. 
This dilemma triggered the idea of ‘Kutti Teachers 
(Young peer educators)”. The primary objective was to 
provide support to those who were hesitant in seeking 
support. The Kutti Teachers (KT) approach is helping in 
removing fear of school, learning, teachers, homework 
and developing a positive oulook towards education 
within children. It is also helping in developing 
confidence, self-esteem and breaking the inferiority 
complex within the children. Over the years, the KT’s 
have transitioned into a much-required human capital 
within the community to sustain girl child education. 
Children with better competencies were selected and 
trained to support those who were weak in any of the 
3R’s. The KTs were trained in developing/improvising 
TLMs and its effective application. The KTs developed 
empathy and sense of leadership which was admired 
by the parents and children equally. Soon, becoming a 
KT turned into a highly sort after position. 

The KTs easily accessible as they resided in the 
same location and from the same community. 
Children were quite comfortable in seeking their 
support. The KTs developed a sense of solidarity 
and empathy amongst children and community. 
They became brand ambassadors for education. 
Their positive personality, disciplined, responsible 
approach and the zeal to achieve was infectious and 
admired. Soon other children wanted to become KTs. 
Improved competencies due to KT’s intervention 
also helped in improving the relationship between 
students and teachers. Teachers began to empathise 
than ridiculing children. Improved educational 
achievements and the new positive disciplined 
personality surprised parents. This reduced early 
marriages and enabled girls to continue their 
education. Parents were ready to invest for their 
daughter’s education. With students supporting 
each other, the learning process became pleasant, 
innovative and enjoyable and going to school was no 
longer a bad dream for the girls. They had begun to 
dream of a better future through education.
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Enabling Access to Entitlements

ACTIVITY REPORT 2018-19

Sl.No Government Department/                 Nature of Support                  Who benefitted (Children/
 Programme/Scheme            provided (Qualitative)                    Family/Community/etc)

Bengaluru
  
1  PHC   Nutrition awareness programme    49 Adolescent girls

2  PHC   Dengue awareness programme    52 families in Lakshmi Devi  
             Nagar Community

Hyderabad 
 
1 Medical and health dept Screened the girls and provided   12 Girl children received
     SADERAM certificate to MR, OH,VI,   SADERAM Certificates  
     SHI etc.. 

2 Government of Telangana     Pension for CwDs (MR, OH,VI, SHI         15 Girl children llinked. Each
 - Disability Pension            and others forms of disability)                child shall receive Rs.3016 as  
           pension.

3 TSRTC              Bus pass for Persons with disability 12 Girl children

Mumbai  

1 Unclean Occupation             Rs.1800/- per year                            28 Children
 scholarshipSalem  

2 OVC Scheme Orphan &          Pension/Scholarship                           8 out of (13 children got linked  
             Vulnerable Children                                                                                   to the scheme.  Process for the  
 Scheme        rest is in ongoing)
             
Trichy 
 
1 Trichy Corporation            Assisted in forming a committee  40 Community
              of workers engaged in 
              Manual Scavenging 
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Capacity Building efforts (External support)

Sl.No Workshop/Training Programmes  Resource/Organisation/Experts     Target Group

Bengaluru 
 
1 Legal Awareness Programme for Women Mrs. Poornima –President            Mother’s Group
 ( Women empowerment and  Protection)  Mr. Vignesh – PO from the KSWDC 
       Mrs. Kaladevi - ICDS (CDPO)
       Mrs. Nagarathna - Legal adviser.
 
Chennai   

2 Parai and Street Theatre Training:   Alternative Media.            The children
 Parai is a traditional folk          
 art of the SC communities.         

 A team called “ Enlight Kalaikuzhu Chennai” 
 has been formed which shall be further 
 trained in theatre to mould them as 
 professionals.  

3 Medical Camp     15 member doctors’ team           150 community 
       (General practitioners,            members including 
       Ophthalmologist,            parents & 51 Enlight
       ENT specialist & Paediatricians),         girl children.
       Saveetha hospital 

4 Awareness on "Menstrual Hygiene"   Project coordinator.            34 women and 
                     adolescent girls

5 STE(A)M Training    SRF Foundation             Project Co-ordinators 

6 Curriculum Appreciation Workshop  School Development Project            18 Co-ordinators and 
       Team, Bandipur             Educational Volunteers

7 Reading Enhancement    Katha on Ratha, NGO            8 Co-ordinator and 
                     Educational Volunteers 

8 Mentorship training     Capgemini and Goodera           17 Co-ordinators

Delhi   

9 Good Touch and Bad Touch    DCCW              Children

10 Summer Fun Camp    DCCW              Children

11 Voluntary Health Check up   ARPAN PRAYAS - NGO            Children and family

12 Training on how to capture Stories of Change AEA               Project Team

13 Capacity building of SHS Instructors   Mrs. Ritika Gupta, Calligraphist             All instructors,  
 on Better Handwriting                   Project Officer

14 Session on Good Touch and Bad Touch  Delhi Police              All instructors, 
                      Project Officer

15 Dental Camp     Dr.Surbhi Mishra - Dentist            Children

ACTIVITY REPORT 2018-19
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Sl.No Workshop/Training    Resource/Organisation/  Target Group
 Programmes    Experts 

Hyderabad  

16 Screening Camps   Commitments Trust   Organised  screening camps to the  
          childrens provided  necessary    
          referrals & support to undergo   
          surgeries for the needy children. 

17 MR Camps    Commitments Trust   Over 110 (MR/OH/VI) girl CwDs   
                  accessed the medical rehabilitation  
          services and there is a change in  
          their health status.

18 Orientation on Domestic Violence Commitments Trust   Awarenss Session on Domestic   
          violence was given to the children
 
Kolkata 
  
19 Teachers’ Training  in Innovative TLM  Terre des Hommes (Suisse) 3 Teachers
 and Classroom Teaching
  
20 Youth and children’s participation  Terre des Hommes (Suisse) 2 Students
 in Advocacy  
 
21 Youth and children’s participation in  Terre des Hommes (Suisse) 2 Students
 Advocacy (Part II) 

22  Teachers’ Training   TurnAround   1 Teacher

23  Media and Child Protection  Terre des Hommes Foundation 1 Team Member

19 Youth and children’s participation in  Terre des Hommes (Suisse) 4 Students, Admin Staff and   
          Teachers

20 Advocacy (Part III) Advanced Course in  Terre des Hommes Samikshani 1 Teacher
 Play Therapy Method (Phase – II 
 parts -I, II, and III) 

21 Teachers’ Training  in Innovative TLM  Terre des Hommes (Suisse) 3 Teachers
 and Classroom Teaching Phase II 

22 Dipstick study on Domestic Violence WBCPCR + Samikshani  4 Admin Staff &  students
 
23 UNCRC Workshop for children  CACL    24 Students + Teacher
 
24 Dhvani          100 Students 
 (Dhvani conducts singing / drama / 
 table classes across the four centres)  

ACTIVITY REPORT 2018-19
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Sl.No Workshop/Training    Resource/Organisation/  Target Group
 Programmes    Experts 

Mumbai   

25 Workshops RTI and POCSO Act.  Yuva Foundation  25 Teachers, parents, and   
          community leaders 

26 A workshop on adolescent issues      CSC teachers and adolescent  
          students at the study class. 

27 Awareness session for 10th std.  Pratham, NGO Children
 students on how to cope 
 with examination stress. 

28 Teacher training for    AEA – iLEAD Project Faculty CSC - Intrsuctors/Teachers
 basic computer
 
29 Training on Health, Hygiene and  Family Planning Association Children & Project Team
 Nutrition 

30 Cancer awareness program  Cancer Care India  Children & Project Team

31 HIV/AIDS Awareness Programme Swadhar, NGO   Community/Mothers

32 Awareness on Government 
 programmes and schemes  YARDI, PMC SHG  Children & Community/Mothers

Trichy   

33 Mr.Prabhakaran    Resource person for   48 Children
 (Tata Institute of Social Work)  Career Guidance

34 Mr.Gregory (Director of Voice Trust)  Resource person for   68 Children & Parents 
      Environmental Awarenss 
      training  

35 Ms.Parimala Devi    Resource person for   32 Children
 (English Teacher SRV Mat.  Kutti Teachers training    
 Hr. Sec. School)     programme.

36 Mr.Dinesh, Director,  Hope Academy Resource Person for Girl  72 Children
 Yesodha    Child Leadership 
      programme.    
  

37 (Counsellor of Family and   Resource person for  56 Children 
 Child welfare department)   Adolescent Girls Training 
      Programme  

ACTIVITY REPORT 2018-19
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Resources Mobilisation

Sl.No  Stakeholder/Supporter  Nature of Support provided (Qualitative)

Bengaluru
 
1 Parents & community Leaders Proactively supported project activities such as    
      conducting CCA, developing id cards for children, setting   
      up computer lab, organising visit of International team   
      from Capgemini and follow up of regularity of children at   
      Child Support Centre
  
Chennai
 
1 Parents, Community leaders, CBOs,   Helped the team in preparing the CCA tools
 CBIs, Local Self governance  and conducting CCA exercise

2 Teachers, Education Department  Gave formal approval for setting up STEM centre in the   
      government school 

Hyderabad
 
1 Sankalp foundation   Provided one child with Rs. 6000.00 to meet emergency    
      medical expenses 

2 Indian Christian Ministries  Provided Wheel Chairs to 20 GCwDs

3 Mr.Chandra Sekhar  NRI  Provided dresses worth Rs. 7000 benefitting 110 GCwDs

4 MV Foundation   Provided shoes for 125 GCwDs

5 Capgemini    Provided play items to 35 Children

6 Deenabandhu Trust    STEM Kit benefitting 50 Students

Kolkata 

1.  Tarun Smriti Sangha and Shasthya  Access to Tarun Smriti Sangha and Shasthya Samiti. 41   
 Samiti     Children below 6 years and Mothers visit Tarun Smiriti   
      Sangha at 12pm. The children come to Shashthya Samiti   
      after 3pm, have tiffin leave by 5.30pm.

2. Gaur Memorial Club    Access to the club as well as permission to construct a  
      second floor. Gaur memorial club operates between   
      11am and 8.30pm. from 11 to 3pm, the space belongs   
      to the Project Dignity team members which includes   
      Muskan’s Mukhorochhok members. After 3pm, the 
      space belongs to the students who use it as a school.   
      31 Children of  the community members of Muskan’s   
      Mukhorochhok (SKHM’s social entrepreneurship    
      program) and Members of the costume jewellery making   
      program are benefitting from this.
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Sl.No  Stakeholder/Supporter   Nature of Support provided (Qualitative)

Pune 

1. Community leaders    Provided space in community  for the functioning of   
       Child Support Centre

Salem 

1 Village Reconstruction and    Guest Lecture organised on Women Development &  
 Development Project (VRDP)   Empowerment in which 20 families participated

2 SNP       Supported  in linking 8 Children to the Orphan   
       Vulnerable Children (OVC) scheme

3 DTMC Trust     Providing 5 Families affected by HIV/AIDS with 10 Kg  
                   rice & 2 kg Nutritional powder (worth Rs. 8600) on a  
       monthly basis
 
4 PDI      Assisted in creating ID for 5 Children and linkages to  
       Nutrition programme

5 SATVT (CBO)     Assisted in creating ID for 5 Children and linkages to  
       Nutrition programme

Trichy
 
1 Mr. Anandh      Provided Community Hall at Dharmanathapuram for  
       Child Support Centre through which 38 Children are  
       being supported by the Enlight Team

2 Mr.Thiyagu     Provided Community Hall at Beema Nagar for Child  
       Support Centre through which 18 Children are being  
       supported by the Enlight Team

3 Mrs. Kavitha      Provided Space for CSC at Bellsground which is   
       benefitting 48 Children

4 Capgemini Employees    Stationary Materials provided to 220 children

ACTIVITY REPORT 2018-19
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FINANCE 
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75%

75%

BUDGET UTILISATION (JUNE ‘18 - MAY ‘19)

HEAD WISE UTILISATION (JUNE ‘18 - MAY ‘19)



FOOTPRINTS
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Fund for Education: Piggy bank savings for education & emergencies

Chennai: Child Rights awareness programme 
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Bengaluru: Interaction with Police personnel

Salem: Training for mothers on nutritious food

Trichy: Art & craft workshop for children
Salem: Gifts for children from Capgemini team on 

the occassion of Diwali

Delhi: Training in Self-defence (Karate)
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Delhi: Parents & CSC instructors meeting

Mumbai: Extra-curricular activities Children and their certificates of self-defence

Enlight supporting ‘One Billion Rising’, an international campaign to end violence against women



Capgemini is a global leader in consulting, digital transformation, 
technology and engineering  services. The Group is at the forefront of 
innovation to address the entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the 
evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms. Building on its strong 
50-year+ heritage and deep industry-specific expertise, Capgemini 
enables organizations to realize their business ambitions through an 
array of services from strategy to operations. Capgemini is driven by 
the conviction that the business value of technology comes from and 
through people. Today, it is a multicultural company of 270,000 team 
members in almost 50 countries. With Altran, the Group reported 2019 
combined revenues of €17billion.

Aide et Action (AEA) is a leading global NGO that originated in 
Paris in 1981 and is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland. AEA 
envisions “a world where dignity is ensured for all men and women 
through education”. Its mission is to make ‘Education a lever for 
development’. AEA has strong presence in 19 countries across the 
globe.

In South Asia, AEA has presence in India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, and 
Bhutan. The operations are spread across 21 states (including 
Jammu & Kashmir and North East India).

DELHI COUNCIL FOR CHILD WELFARE
Qudsia Bagh, Yamuna Marg

Civil Lines, Delhi 110054. India.
Phone: +91-11-23968907; E-mail: delhi.council@gmail.com

http://dccw.org

STREE MUKTI SANGATHAN
31, Shramik , Royal Crest, 1st Floor,  Lokamanya Tilak Vasahat Road 

No. 3, Dadar (East), Mumbai – 400 014, Maharashtra, India.
Tele-Fax: +91 22 24174381; Email: smsmum@gmail.com

http://streemuktisanghatana.org

SOUTH KOLKATA HUMARI MUSKAN
C-227 Survey Park, Santoshpur,

Kolkata-700075. West Bengal. India
Phone: 9874429667;Email: hamarimuskan@gmail.com

http://www.hamarimuskansouthkolkata.org/

COMMITMENTS
3rd floor, Andhra Pradesh Mahila Abhivrudhi Society (APMAS), 
Flat # 11 & 12 - HIG HUDA colony. Tanesha Nagar. Manikonda,

Hyderabad - 500 089, Telangana, India,
E-mail: commitmentsk@yahoo.co.in

DELHI 

KOLKATA

HYDERABAD
MUMBAI

PUNE

BENGALURU

CHENNAI

TRICHY
SALEM



Aide et Action (India) / Aide et Action International (South Asia)
AA BLOCK, New No.2 (Old No.42),1st Floor, 3rd Main Road, 

Anna Nagar,  Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India - 600 031.
Tel/Fax: +91 44 43300076 / 43300077

www.enlight.net.in
www.aea-southasia.org/projects/enlight

/AEAISA /aeasouthasia/AEASouthAsia /AEAISouthAsia/in/aeasouthasia

Follow us on


